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In order to accurately complete an aerial LIDAR survey it is important that the sensor is properly 

calibrated. Airborne LIDAR calibration can be a complex and daunting task. TerraScan and TerraMatch 

are a wonderful toolset to assist the analyst in determining and correcting these systematic errors. 

While the program can be operated much like a black box solution, it’s always helpful to understand 

what one is observing in order to get the best answer. I like to use the analogy that TerraMatch is like a 

calculator – the answer it gives depends upon the input you give it. Or the more colloquial expression, 

“garbage in, garbage out”. Hence, I always try to stress the importance of understanding one’s dataset 

in order to calibrate the best data for the end user. 

 

The calibration consists of a few components. The first is the most important and that is the calibration 

efforts performed by the system manufacturer to ensure that the hardware is functioning within 

specification and with the expected reliability. The second component is generally a boresight flown and 

computed by the acquisition vendor to validate the system functionality and repeatability. Thirdly, there 

is the project calibration that is done by the acquisition vendor in order to verify system functionality on 

any given project, while tightening the dataset to remove inherent systematic errors. 

 

For airborne LIDAR sensors the calibration analysis generally consists of a fairly straightforward 

approach which allows the analyst to identify and isolate the appropriate parameters. In order to 

accomplish this it is important to have flight lines with a good configuration. The TerraMatch manual 

outlines the optimal configuration that it likes for finding the best solution,  

 

“The optimal site for a calibration flight contains both flat and sloped surfaces 

which do not have disturbing surface objects such as low vegetation. The most 

commonly used target area for calibration is an airport as it is easily accessible and 

most often contains suitable surfaces, such as the runways and sloped building 

roofs. 

The minimum flight pattern for calibration is four flight passes over the same area 

in a cross like pattern where the slopes surfaces are located at the center of the 

cross”, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 - Airborne Calibration Flight Pattern 

 

Note: With horizontally rotating prism airborne systems and newer multichannel airborne systems it’s 

possible to reduce the number of lines and see some of the same patterns by looking at the forward and 

aft scanner channels in a single swath. However, if there is channel misalignment this can be difficult to 

resolve if there are not enough flight lines in a good configuration. 

 

It so happens that this configuration pattern that is recommended for TerraMatch is also ideal for 

manually identifying and computing correction values provided that the red and yellow lines are fully 

overlapping and flown in opposing directions, while the blue and green lines are flown slightly 

overlapping and in the same direction. There should be sloped surfaces in the central area that are in 

each of the flight line directions so as to highlight parameter offset issues. 

 

In order to review the calibration fit we wish to use a tool in TerraScan called Distance Coloring. The 

Distance Coloring is a display mode in which each point gets colorized with its offset from the Line 

Average Z, or localized average of all the loaded flight lines (See Figure 2). In general, we suggest using 

the relative accuracy specifications table in the ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards to help determine 

the maximum difference values to use for the color computation. 

http://support.geocue.com/new-asprs-positional-accuracy-standards-digital-geospatial-data-released/
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Figure 2 - Viewing all points and lines using computed Distance Coloring 

 

A similar tool available in GeoCue’s LIDAR 1 CuePac and LP360 is the ability to generate dZ images across 

a project to provide a synoptic view of the quality of the relative fit. In some cases one is better able to 

assess the nature of the visible issue by stepping back to this overview instead of just a localized view of 

the relative differences. For example, single flight line noticeable at the bottom of Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 - DZ Image of a Project in GeoCue 
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When approaching a calibration to assess the individual components we generally want to do so in a 

particular order so that we can isolate each parameter, and to the best of our ability eliminate the 

influence of one parameter on another.  

 

Elevation biases 

Pitch 

Roll 

Mirror Scale (Torsion) 

Heading 

dZ or dZ and dR in a project area 

 

Note: When utilizing the distance coloring to review specific parameters it is always best to view that 

distance coloring when it is computed between only two flight lines and with only a single of those lines 

displayed. Doing so helps the patterns stick out better since MicroStation v8i displays based upon 

elevation so the higher point is always visible on top. 

 

Elevation Bias 

Elevation bias errors are those that manifest themselves as a vertical offset between flight lines or 

scanner channels. For TerraMatch to come up with the best answers it is usually helpful to ensure there 

are no elevation biases between the flight lines or scanners being evaluated. Similarly, when manually 

reviewing the fit a bias can hide the patterns caused by other parameters. An elevation bias will indicate 

a pattern of offset such as the fairly consistent blue seen in Figure 5, when considering a blue to green 

to yellow to red color table that is the TerraScan default when using the MicroStation default color 

table. The coloring scheme as shown in Figure 4 will be used for all of the examples in this article. 
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Figure 4 - Default TerraScan Distance Coloring Scheme 

 

 

 
Figure 5 - Vertical bias pattern 
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Pitch 

Pitch errors are those errors that manifest themselves as a rotation around the system’s latitudinal axis 

in a similar nature to the movement the aircraft makes when it pitches the nose up or down. This error 

results in horizontal offsets of sloped surfaces in the direction of flight between the opposing flight lines. 

The distance coloring reflects this by showing the vertical mismatches along the sloped features as 

shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Pitch manifests as pattern of opposing colors along slopes in flight direction 

 

Figure 7 - Pitch error shown by vertical section of slopes in bidirectional flight line direction, coloured by flight line 
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Roll 

Roll errors are those errors that manifest themselves as a rotation around the system’s longitudinal axis 

in a similar nature to the movement the aircraft makes when it rolls to one side or the other using its 

ailerons. This error results in increasing elevation offsets between the opposing flight lines as the scan 

angle increases. The distance coloring reflects this by showing a transition from blue to red across the 

swath as shown in Figure 8.  

 

 
Figure 8 - Roll error as seen in opposing flight lines

 

Figure 9 - Split vertical section view showing left and right edges of the overlapping swaths from opposing flight lines 
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Perpendicular flight lines will also show a roll error, however, the pattern is quite different as shown in 

Figure 10. The error will only be visible where the scan angles are opposite since the error is the same 

when the scan angle is identical.  

 

 

Figure 10 - Roll error shown in perpendicular flight lines 

A vertical section taken from the top left corner to the bottom right corner of the overlap area of the 

perpendicular flight lines would look similar to those in Figure 9, which was taken perpendicular to the 

overlapping bi-directional flight lines. 

 

Mirror Scale (Torsion) 

Mirror scale, or torsion as it is referred to by some system manufacturers, are those errors that manifest 

themselves as a smile or frown of a scan line in oscillating mirror systems. The frown or smile is relative 

to an expected flat line if one lines the scanner up against a wall. The pattern is recognizable as crescent 

shaped offsets along all four sides of the perpendicular overlap area as shown in Figure 11. If one took a 

vertical section along the nadir of one flight line the view would look similar to Figure 9, however, both 

sides should have the same amount of error in the same direction. If roll is also present then the 

crescent shapes will be off center and measurements of the offsets in the vertical section will not show 

similar values. 
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Figure 11 - Mirror Scale error manifests itself as crescent shaped offsets 

Heading 

Heading errors are those errors that manifest themselves as a rotation around the system’s vertical axis 

in a similar nature to the movement the aircraft makes when it yaws using the rudder. This error results 

in horizontal offsets of sloped surfaces in the direction of flight near the edges of the swath. And these 

errors will be opposite on either side of the swath. The distance coloring reflects this by showing the 

vertical mismatches along the sloped features as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 - Heading errors show opposing coloring of slopes at swath edges 

 

dZ, or dZ and dR, in a Project Area 

Differing elevation bias on a flight line to flight line basis, which can generally be attributed to potential 

new positional and/or orientation solutions due to the turns experienced by the system at the end of 

flight lines, are usually what one is trying to minimize when looking at a Z shift, otherwise referred to as 

a dZ on an individual line basis. When evaluating this shift we generally also look at roll in the same 

manner since roll is the only orientation parameter that doesn’t require slopes and hence can reliably be 

determined during a flight line to flight line analysis. To distinguish this roll error from a general roll shift 

for a mission this roll error is generally referred to as a dR correction and is always performed in 

conjunction with a dZ correction on an individual line basis. Figure 3 is an example of an individual line 

vertical bias when reviewing dZ imagery for a project. 

 

The idea of knowing how to recognize these parameter patterns is not because you need this depth of 

knowledge to use TerraMatch. It will run black box and provide a solution provided adequate line and 

configuration with suitable sloping surfaces have been provided to it. However, as one desires greater 

and greater accuracy from the airborne system calibration it is helpful to understand the errors one sees 

in order to help guide TerraMatch, or any other software for that matter, to the best possible solution. 

In the end, we as an industry would desire the best calibrated data sets in order to maximize their 

potential uses. 


